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SIR FLUFF BUTT

my friend michaelle has a pet " Noun ", she pets it she talks to it the Adjective thing is the

Noun fake!! I mean how Adjective is that? she named it Sir Proper Noun BUTT. She is a

Adjective Adjective but that's why she's my Noun . one day she brought sir fluff butt to

school one day and she said it Verb - Past Tense , everyone laughed at her exept me,well i might have

gagged a Noun . we went around looking for him but we couldn't find him,when we went looking for

him we cried " Proper Noun FLUFF BUTT, SIR FLUFF BUTT Proper Noun ARE YOU?!?!?!" 

Then Adjective stared at the Noun with Noun , thinking that sir Noun butt was

dead but a last he was not it was a Noun bag. we looked everywhere for him, we checked the school

yard my yard her yard the Noun yard and my science teachers yard, sir fluff butt was no where to be

found. then we Verb - Past Tense that sir fluff butt was never Verb - Past Participle , she just brought her

sisters cage to Noun . the reason why her sister's cage was empty is that she has an even MORE

Adjective sister. then SIR FLUFF BUTT actually got out and Verb - Past Participle .
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